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Photochemically Generated Radical Ions
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The quantum yields of triplets and free radicals (or radical ions) that escaped recombination in photochemically
created primary radical pairs (or radical ion pairs) are calculated. As the products of monomolecular
photodissociation, the neutral radicals appear at contact, while the ions are initially distributed over the space
due to distant photoionization (bimolecular electron transfer) in the liquid solution. The diffusional dependence
of the quantum yields is shown to be different when recombination starts from contact or from separated
reactants. The experimental data for recombination of ionized perylene with aromatic amine counterions is
well fitted with the noncontact initial distribution provided the recombination is also noncontact and even
more distant than ionization.

I. Introduction

The formation of free ions and triplets due to recombination/
separation of photochemically created radical ion pairs (RIPs)
was the subject of the numerous investigations starting from
the classical works of Weller and his co-workers.1-7 The yields
of recombination products are very specific functions of
encounter diffusion, which were first given analytic interpreta-
tion in ref 8. This theory was reasonably well fitted to the
experimental data assuming that the recombination is contact
and the counterions are initially separated by a definite distance,
r0. The system studied is excited perylene (A*) quenched by
electron transfer to some aromatic amines (D). The subsequent
incoherent spin conversion proceeding with the rateks

9 makes
possible the RIP recombination to both the singlet and triplet
neutral products accompanied by RIP separation, according to
the following comprehensive scheme:

Here the rate of ionization,WI(r), as well as the rates of
recombination through the singlet and triplets channels,WS(r)
and WT(r), are space dependent.τ is the excitation life time
and the charge separation yield,æj (r), is averaged over the initial
distribution of charges,f0(r):

Setting f0(r) ) δ(r - r0), one can calculate the yield of the
charge separation from any given starting point,æ(r0). It is very
specific for anyr0 and quite different fromæj . The same is true
for the partial yields of the singlet and triplet recombination
and related to their efficiencies. For the averaged yields, these
relationships are given by the following formulas:

whereZS and ZT are the efficiencies of recombination to the
singlet and triplet products, whereas

is the total one, andD̃ is the counterion diffusion coefficient.
As is known,10

This relationship holds also for any particular starting distance
r0, including the contact one.

The difference between the charge separation from contact,
æ(σ), and from the remote start,æj , should be especially
emphasized. The latter is averaged over the true distribution
f0(r), prepared by preceding photoionization. There is a similar
difference between the yields of singlet and triplet neutral
products,æs(σ) and æt(σ), and their averaged values,æj s and
æj t. The same is true for the corresponding recombination
efficiencies.

In principle, the contact yields,æs(σ), æt(σ), andæ(σ), are
worthy of study in their own right. They are the true yields of
the photodissociation products provided the excited molecule
separates into two contact born radicals: A+ hν f A* fæj ) ∫æ(r)f0(r) d3r (1.2)

æj ) D̃

Z + D̃
; æj S )

ZS

Z + D̃
; æj T )

ZT

Z + D̃
(1.3)

Z ) ZS + ZT

æj + æj S + æj T ) 1 (1.4)
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[Ḃ‚‚‚Ċ]. However, the same description of the photoionization
(eq 1.1) serves only as a useful model for understanding the
problem. For the real fitting, all the yields should be averaged
over the preliminary calculated initial distribution of the partners
in the geminate pairs.

To calculateæ(σ) andæt(σ) or æj andæj t, we have to use the
results obtained in ref 8 for the contact recombination in polar
solvents (with Onsager radiusrc ) e2/(εT) < σ):

Here R ) x4ksσ
2/D̃ is a measure of the singlet-triplet

conversion during encounter timeσ2/D̃, andkD ) 4πσD̃ is the
diffusional rate constant. The double-channel contact recombi-
nation, proceeding at only the closest approach distanceσ, is
represented by two rate constants,

They depend on the free energies of electron transfer to the
singlet and triplet products and the electron coupling between
the corresponding states.

Assuming recombination to be contact, eqs 1.5a,b were used
to obtain the yields and recombination efficiencies at the contact
(section II) start. For a remote start, the initial distributions of
ions, f0(r,D̃), have to be calculated for anyD̃. This is done by
means of differential encounter theory (DET)10 in section III
using the exponential model for the ionization rate:

In section IV, the distributions obtained for such a rate were
used for averaging the yields according to recipe 1.2. At small
D̃, the diffusional acceleration of the recombination due to a
remote start was confirmed for fixedr0 . σ, as well as for the
distributed initial separation. In any case, the theory of contact
recombination fits the experimental data only qualitatively,
leaving unexplained the diffusional deceleration of recombina-
tion at the highestD̃.

The quantitative agreement is reached only in section V,
where the exponential rate model is substituted for the contact
one, also for recombination:

Then the diffusional deceleration of the recombination is
naturally explained. This unexpected effect obtained by Dr.
Angulo was first given a proper interpretation in ref 11 using
the rectangular model of the recombination rate or its Marcus
analog in the deeply inverted region. This effect was attributed
to the escape from the extended recombination layer when the
start is taken from inside it.11-13 The spin conversion and
recombination through the triplet channel were ignored in these
works dealing with single channel recombination. Conversely,
the treatment of spin effects in ref 8 was done using the contact
model of recombination, which excludes the possibility of an
inner start. Here we obtain the same effect once again employing

the exponential approximation for both the ionization and
recombination rates, eqs 1.6 and 1.7. This helps us to reach the
best fit to the experimental data of the total efficiency of
recombination, as well as of partial ones, to singlet and triplet
recombination products.

II. Contact Start and Contact Recombination

Settingr ) σ, we obtain from eq 1.5:

If there is no spin conversion,æt(σ) ) R ) 0 but

These are the conventional results of the spin-less theory,10 and
the same gains from eq 2.1 in the exceptional casekc

T ) kc
S,

though the triplet yield is not zero in such a case:

From the general expression forZT andZS derived in ref 8
(eq 3.2), we can specifyZ ) ZT + ZS as well:

It is remarkable thatZT does not depend on the rate of the singlet
recombination; it remains invariant at differentkc

S, unlike Z.
The total efficiency changes withkc

S at any D̃ except the
borders (atD̃ ) 0 andD̃ ) ∞) where alwaysZT ) 0 andZ )
ZS ) z (Figure 1). In accordance with eq 2.4b, there is also
constantZ ≡ z at anyD̃ if kc

S ) kc
T (horizontal line) and the

curvature sign ofZ(D̃) is the opposite forkc
S < kc

T andkc
S > kc

T

(upper and lower curves).
For understanding better the physics that is behind the triplet

efficiency (eq 2.4a), let us represent it like some “in-cage
recombination constant” for the backward electron transfer,kbet,
keeping in mind thatæ ) 1/(1 + Z/D̃) ) 1/(1 + kbet/kD) while
kbet ) kbet

T + kbet
S and

æt(r) ) kc
T3σ
4r

RkD + [1 - e-R(r-σ)/σ](kD + kc
S)

[kD(1 + R) + kc
T](kD + kc

S) + 3
4
RkD(kc

T - kc
S)

(1.5a)

æ(r) ) 1 -
kc

S/(4πrD̃) + (1 - kc
S/kc

T)æt(r)

1 + kc
S/kD

(1.5b)

kc
S ) ∫WS(r) d3r and kc

T ) WT(r) d3r

WI(r) ) Wi exp[-2(r - σ)/l I] (1.6)

WS(r) ) Ws exp[-2(r - σ)/lR] and

WT(r) ) Wt exp[-2(r - σ)/lR] (1.7)

æt(σ) ) 3
4

R
kc

TkD

[kD(1 + R) + kc
T](kD + kc

S) + 3
4

RkD(kc
T - kc

S)
(2.1a)

æ(σ) ) 1

1 + kc
S/kD

-
1 - kc

S/kc
T

1 + kc
S/kD

æt(σ) (2.1b)

æ(σ) ) 1

1 + kc
S/kD

) 1
1 + Z/D

, so that Z )
kc

S

4πσ
) zs

(2.2)

æt(σ) ) 3
4

R
kckD

[kD(1 + R) + kc](kD + kc)
at kc

T ) kc
S ) kc

(2.3)

ZT

D̃
) 3R

4

kc
T

kc
T + kD(1 + R)

(2.4a)

Z
D̃

)
kc

S

kD[1 + 3R
4

kD(1 - kc
T/kc

S)

kc
T + kD(1 + R)] (2.4b)

kbet
T ) 4πσZT ) 3

4
R

kc
TkD

kc
T + kD(1 + R)

)

{3
4

RkD at kD/kc
T , 1/κ

3
4

R
1 + R

kc
T at kD/kc

T . 1/κ
(2.5)
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where κ ) 16πσ3ks/kc
T is a measure of the relative spin-

conversion strength.
In Figure 2, the diffusional dependence ofkbet

T is shown for
the fast spin conversion (κ > 1). In this limit, there are three
distinguishable regions: diffusional (D), kinetic (K) and spin-
conversion controlled (S). In each of them, the approximate
expressions forkbet

T , deduced from eq 2.5, are exposed. Al-
though the start is taken from contact, the radicals are im-
mediately separated and do not recombine until the next
recontact and the sequence of subsequent ones. The sooner they
follow each other, the faster geminate recombination is acceler-
ated by the diffusion:

When the diffusion becomes too fast, the diffusional control

gives way to kinetic control with

This constant value is an upper limit forkbet
T , which is hardly

attainable. When diffusion increases, the spin conversion
becomes inefficient (R , 1) and starts to control recombination:

Generally speaking the side regions of the diffusional and
spin-conversion control extend toward each other, whenks (as
well asκ) reduces. At very slow spin conversion (κ , 1), the
intermediate kinetic region is expelled entirely as shown in
Figure 3. Simultaneously the maximalkbet

T located atkD/kc
T ) 1

decreases:

When ks f 0, the maximum turns to 0 and the whole curve
disappears. Such a transformation qualitatively coincides with
that studied previously in ref 14 and reviewed in ref 10 (Figure
66). The only distinction is that previously the RIP was created
in the triplet state and recombined due to the spin conversion
via the permitted singlet channel, while now the process is going
back to front.

Another difference is in that here we consider the double
channel recombination, looking for both the singlet and triplet
channel efficiencies. It is true that the latter does not depend
on how strong the former is but not vice versa. If one changes
kc

T, then not only ZT but also ZS as well as Z change
simultaneously. This is demonstrated in Figure 4, whereZ and
ZT are plotted as functions ofxD̃ but contrary to Figure 1,

Figure 1. The total recombination efficiency,Z (upper curves), and
the triplet one,ZT (the lowest curve), shown forkc

S ) kc
T (s), kc

S ) 0.5
kc

T (- - -), andkc
S ) 1.5kc

T (‚‚‚) at kc
T ) 5 × 104 Å3/ns.

Figure 2. The diffusional dependence of the triplet “in-cage recom-
bination constant” at fast spin conversion (κ ) 2), shown by a solid
curve, and the lowest order approximations to this dependence in
diffusional (D), kinetic (K), and spin-conversion controlled (S) regions
(dashed lines). The solid vertical lines mark the boundaries between
these regions, while the dotted line indicates the position of the
maximum.

kbet
T ) 3

4
RkD ) 6πσ2xksD̃ diffusional limit:

kD

kc
T

, 1
κ

, 1

(2.6)

Figure 3. The diffusional dependence of the triplet “in-cage recom-
bination constant” at ten times slower spin conversion than that in Figure
2 (κ ) 16πσ3ks/kc

T ) 0.2), shown by a solid curve, and the lowest
order approximations to this dependence in diffusional (D) and spin-
conversion controlled (S) regions (dashed lines). The solid vertical line
marks the boundaries between these regions.

kbet
T ) 3

4
kc

T kinetic limit:
1
κ

,
kD

kc
T

, κ but R . 1 (2.7)

kbet
T ) 3

4
Rkc

T ) 3
4
kc

Tx4ksσ
2

D̃
spin conversion control:

R , 1 at
kD

kc
T

. κ (2.8)

maxkbet
T ) 3

4
kc

T xκ

2 + xκ
) {3

4
kc

T at κ . 1

3
2xπσ3kskc

T at κ , 1
(2.9)
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now kc
S is kept constant whilekc

T varies. It is remarkable that at
these coordinates the linear asymptote ofZT at xD̃ f 0,
shown by the dashed-dotted line in Figure 4, has the same slope
for any kc

T:

If such a slow diffusion is attainable, it is easy to find fromθ
the rate of the spin conversion,ks, while Z(0) provides us with
kc

S and the argument for maximalZT with kc
T. Having the latter,

one can also extractκ from the height of the maximum (eq
2.9) and use it to findks ) κkc

T/(16πσ3). The low diffusion
region is not reachable.

The total recombination efficiencyZ ) const ifkc
S ) kc

T but
has a positive curvature ifkc

S < kc
T and negative in the opposite

case. UnlikeZT, the total recombination efficiencyZ is never
zero asD̃ f 0, unless the radicals start from the contact.

III. Distribution of Initial Separations of Counterions

The diffusional dependence ofZ is qualitatively different
when the RIPs are the products of bimolecular plotoionization.
The electron transfer proceeding with the space-dependent
ionization rate,WI(r), results in some distribution of RIP over
interion distances,m0(r), which is farther from contact the slower
is the encounter diffusion of neutral reactants,D. The actual
shape of it is given by DET:15,16

In polar solvents, the distribution of reactants,n(r,t), obeys the
following equation17,18

with reflecting boundary condition

whereas the quenching kinetics is given by the expression

The normalized initial distributions

depend on diffusion and the shape ofWI(r).10,19 For ionization
in the normal Marcus region, the exponential model (eq 1.6) is
rather a good approximation. It was used in our calculations
performed with the SSDP2 program.20 The family of initial RIP
distributions that are obtained is shown in Figure 5 and confirms
once again that at faster diffusion the ions are born closer to
the contact distanceσ. As D f ∞, the closest distribution takes
the shape thatWI(r) has.

The starting distance averaged over such distributions

decreases withD until ionization is diffusional, but withD f
∞ it approachesrjmin and remains constant being under kinetic
control (Figure 6). Although in this limitf0(r) coincides in shape
with WI(r), the minimal separation calculated from eq 1.6 is
still larger than the contact distance:rjmin ≈ σ + l/2.

IV. Remote Start and Contact Recombination

Since initially the photogenerated ions are always separated
(at least byl/2), it takes them some time to reach the contact
and recombine there. This time is shorter the faster is (atD f
∞) diffusion of (at D f ∞) ions, which facilitates the
recombination from the remote start.10,19 In such a case, the
total recombination efficiencyZ increases with smallD̃, instead
of being quasi-constant at the contact start considered in the
previous section. In particular, atkc

S ) kc
T ) kc, it is a true

constantZ ) kc/(4πσ), shown in Figure 7 by the horizontal
dashed line, whileZ obtained for the noncontact start (even from
the minimal separationrjmin) is qualitatively different. It grows
with D̃ until recombination is diffusional (region D) and
approaches the constant but lower valueZ ) kc/(4πrjmin), when
it becomes kinetic (region K). The triplet efficiencyZT does

Figure 4. The total (above) and triplet (below) recombination
efficiencies at fixedkc

S ) 5 × 104 Å3/ns but differentkc
T ) kc

S (s)
as well as for lowerkc

T ) 0.5kc
S (‚‚‚) and for the largerkc

T ) 1.5kc
S

(- - -). The slope of all triplet curves atD̃ ) 0 is shown by the
dashed-dotted (-‚-) straight line.

ZT f
3
4
RD̃ ) θxD̃ where θ ) 3

2
σxks (2.10)

m0(r) ) WI(r) ∫0

∞
n(r,t)N(t) dt (3.1)

n̆ ) -WI(r)n(r,t) + D

r2

∂

∂r
r2 ∂n

∂r
(3.2)

4πDr2 ∂n
∂r |r)σ

) 0 and initial one, n(r,0) ) 1 (3.3)

Figure 5. The initial RIP distributions resulting from the exponential
ionization withWi ) 29.12 ns-1 andl I ) 0.81 Å at different encounter
diffusions of neutral precursors:D ) 10-4, 10-6, 10-7, 10-8, or 10-9

cm2/s (from left to right).

N(t) ) exp{-t/τ - c∫ d3r WI(r) ∫0

t
n(r,t′) dt′} (3.4)

f0(r) )
m0(r)

∫m0(r) d3r
(3.5)

rj ) ∫rf0(r) d3r (3.6)
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not experience such dramatic changes: the recombination
accelerated at slow diffusion passes the maximum and slows
down due to spin-conversion control (in region S).

So far we confined ourselves to recombination starting from
a single initial separation (the same at anyD) that was equalized
to eitherσ or rjmin. The results were shown in Figure 7 by dashed
and solid lines, respectively. Now we turn to the initial
conditions changing withD and represent the results by either
filled points when initial separations are distributed according
to f0(r) or empty ones when the start is taken from a single
distancerj(D) (averaged overf0(r), which is different at anyD).

Our calculations address the situation when

In fact, the ion diffusion in polar solvents is a bit slower than
that of the neutral reactants and their relationship to viscosity

η, used actually and previously,8 differs a bit from the Stokes-
Einstein expression in eq 4.1. The latter has just to emphasize
that D and D̃, changing with viscosity, affect simultaneously
both the integrands in eq 1.2,æ(D̃) and f0(D). The results
obtained are specific to particularD ) D̃ changing with
viscosity.

As was expected, the average yield,æj , and the yield from
the average separation,æ(rj), are not identical, as well as the
corresponding efficiencies. However, the difference betweenZ
calculated from the former (b) and from the latter (O) is not
pronounced. SimilarlyZT calculated from the distributed starts
(2) and their average value (4) do not differ too much.
Moreover, the points do not deviate significantly from the solid
curves calculated for the fixed start fromrjmin. However, this
statement is only valid for the fast diffusion limit when
recombination is under kinetic or spin-conversion control and
rj has already approachedrjmin. Along with it, Z approaches its
upper limit, which is the plateau of the height

This plateau is a bit lower than that shown by the dashed line,
which is peculiar for the constant start (kc/(4πσ)).

The situation is rather different in the opposite limit of slow
diffusion, which is mainly studied experimentally. There the
total efficiency of diffusional recombination from the fixed start
should be linear inD̃, as it really is forr0 ) rjmin (upper solid
line in Figure 8). However, the true start at such diffusion is
far away from the near contact region and moves toward it when
diffusion increases. Therefore the points representing recom-
bination from either distributed (b) or average (O) initial
separation lie far below this line. Hence, the diffusional
acceleration of total recombination is actually less efficient for
remote starts, drawing near with diffusion, than for the fixed
and the closest one. Qualitatively the same happens to triplet
efficiency: all related points are below the lower solid line,
though those calculated from average (4) initial separation are
closer to it than those from distributed (2) initial separation.

Figure 6. The average initial RIP separation at different encounter
diffusion. In region D, whererj > rjmin, diffusion controls ionization,
whereas in region K, where ionization is kinetic, the separation becomes
minimal: rj ≈ rjmin ) 7.95 Å.

Figure 7. The efficiencies of recombination from different starts atkc
S

) kc
T ) kc ) 5 × 104 Å3/ns. Total recombination from the contact start

Z ) kc/(4πσ) (- - -) and from minimal separation (s, upper), as
well as from remote start distributed withf0(D) (2) and from the average
initial separation,rj(D) (4), is shown. The efficiency of the triplet
recombination from minimal separation (s, lower), as well as from
the distributed starts (9) and fromrj(D) (0), is also shown.

D ) D̃ ) T
6πση

(4.1)

Figure 8. The efficiencies of recombination from different starts at
kc

S ) kc
T ) kc ) 5 × 104 Å3/ns in slow diffusion domain. Total

recombination from minimal separation (s, upper), as well as from
remote start distributed withf0(D) (2) and from the average initial
separation,rj(D) (4), is shown. The efficiency of the triplet recombina-
tion from minimal separation (s, lower), as well as from the distributed
starts (9) and fromrj(D) (0), is also shown.

lim
D̃f∞

Z )
kc

4πrjmin
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V. Remote Start and Remote Recombination

As a matter of fact, there are no grounds to consider
recombination as contact, except the simplicity of the yields
calculation. There is the unified theory recipe given in ref 10
(section IX E) how to calculate the averaged yields,

expressed via the partial yields of the singlet and triplet
recombination products

that can be found at anyWS(r) andWT(r). All that we need is
the Laplace transformations of the Green functionsp̃SS(r,r′,s)
and p̃ST(r,r′,s), which obey the set of equations for RIPs
subjected to spin conversion and remote double channel
recombination (eqs 9.27 in ref 10):

The encounter diffusion operator

should be used in eqs 5.3a,b together with the reflecting
boundary conditions. Solving these equations for only highly
polar solvents, we ignored the Coulomb interaction, setting to
zero the Onsager radiusrc.

The results presented in Figure 9 were actually obtained using
the program Qyield developed by Dr. Krissinel (see http://
www.fh.huji.ac.il/ krissinel/software.html). It allows the straight-
forward calculation of the singlet and triplet pair densities,
obeying the set:

identical to eqs 9.6 from ref 10 but with reflecting boundary
conditions (andmS(0) ) mT(0) ) 0). Heren andN borrowed
from eqs 3.2 and 3.4 determine also the initial RIP distributions
eqs 3.1 or 3.5. Taking the integrals

we get the photoionization yields of the singlet and triplet
products. They differ fromæj S andφT(r′) by only the multiplier

which is the RIP yield related to the fluorescence yieldη and
Stern-Volmer constant as usual.10

The recombination rates are usually more extended than the
ionization one due to the larger exergonicity of the backward
electron transfer. To account for this feature using the expo-
nential models (eq 1.7), we assumed that

Under this condition, the total efficiency of remote recombina-
tion is a non-monotonous function of diffusion (red line in
Figure 9), contrary to what was obtained in the contact
approximation (the blue line there). This is due to diffusional
deceleration, following the diffusional acceleration of the
recombination. At the greatest diffusion, the initial ion distribu-
tion coincides in shape withWI(r).10 Under condition 5.6, it
appears to be narrower than the recombination layer common
for the singlet and triplet exponential rates (eq 1.7). Therefore
the recombination is weaker the faster the ions get rid of this
layer interior. Passing the maximum, the total recombination
efficiency Z shown by the red line falls off with the further
increase ofD̃.

Finally it approaches the plateau, which is lower than the
kinetic one reached in the contact approximation (blue line).
This pseudo-kinetic value,Z∞, can be found from the fast
diffusion approximation foræj :

whereæ(r) is given by expansion 3.5 in ref 21 valid for a single-
channel recombination:

Here

Figure 9. The total (above) and triplet (below) efficiencies of
recombination obtained with contact (- - -) and exponential (s)
approximations of the recombination layer.

æj S ) ∫æS(r′)f0(r′) d3r′ æj T ) ∫æT(r′)f0(r′) d3r′
æj ) 1 - æj S - æj T (5.1)

æS(r′) ) ∫WS(r)p̃SS(r,r′,0) d3r and

æT(r′) ) ∫WT(r)p̃ST(r,r′,0) d3r (5.2)

-δ(r - r′)/(4πr2) + sp̃SS) ksp̃ST - 3ksp̃SS+ L p̃SS-
WS(r)p̃SS (5.3a)

sp̃ST ) -ksp̃ST + 3ksp̃SS+ L p̃ST - WT(r)p̃ST (5.3b)

L ) D̃
1

r2

∂

∂r
r2 erc/r ∂

∂r
e-rc/r

m̆S ) ksmT - 3ksmS + D̃
1

r2

∂

∂r
r2 erc/r ∂

∂r
e-rc/r mS -

WS(r)mS + WI
Sn(r,t)NS (5.4a)

m̆T ) -ksmT + 3ksmS + D̃
1

r2

∂

∂r
r2 erc/r ∂

∂r
e-rc/r mT -

WT(r)mT (5.4b)

φS(r′) ) ∫0

∞∫WS(r)mS(r,t) d3r dt ) ψæj S,

φT(r′) ) ∫0

∞∫WT(r)mT(r,t) d3r dt ) ψæj T

ψ ) c∫m0(r) d3r ) cκτ
1 + cκτ

) 1 - η (5.5)

lR > l I (5.6)

æj ≈
∫æ(r)WI(r) d3r

∫WI(r) d3r
) 1 -

Z∞

D̃
at D̃ f ∞ (5.7)

æ(r) ) 1 - x
1 + 2λ + 2λ2 - λ(1 + δ + 2λ) e-δ/λ

1 + δ
(5.8)

x ) kc/kD, λ ) lR/2σ, δ ) (r - σ)/σ
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wherekc ) ∫WS(r) d3r is the singlet recombination constant,
while the diffusional recombination constantkD ) 4πσD̃, as
usual. Although this expression was derived for only the singlet
recombination at fast diffusion, it is applicable to our double
channel model as well, since asD̃ f ∞ the triplet recombination
being under spin-conversion control is finally switched off. As
follows from eqs 5.7 and 5.8

whereλI ) lI/(2σ). Z∞ is the height of the red plateau, which is
really a bit lower than the blue one, appearing in the contact
approximation: limDf∞ Z ) kc/(4πrjmin).

However, the principle difference between remote and contact
recombination is seen only in the slow diffusion limit. There
the high peak inZ and related increase inZT makes it more flat
near the maximum. Since this diffusion region is the same as
in real systems, it is worthy of special attention. In Figure 10,
we see these very features first subjected to experimental and
theoretical study in ref 8 but given preliminary noncontact
interpretation only in ref 19, For better fitting, we did not assume
Ws equal toWt but took Ws ) 1.2Wt. Only at the greatest
diffusion, the experimental points deviate a bit from the
theoretical curves, but all the rest are fitted quite well.

VI. Conclusions
Such an excellent fitting does not prove that the theory is

actually the best. There are two essential weaknesses that we
hope to eliminate in the near future.

•The exponential models for the ionization and recombination
rates should be substituted by the Marcus formulas for these
rates, which relate them to the true free energies of the reactions,
as well as to the reorganization energy in a particular solvent.

•The true hyperfine interaction mechanism of spin conversion
should be substituted for the phenomenological rate model of
spin transitions in the RIP.

•The difference in size and encounter diffusion coefficients
of ions and their neutral precursors should be taken into account
especially in polar solvents.

Hopefully these improvements will enable the theory to
correspond better with the fast diffusion experiments and relate
the spin-conversion rate to the true values of the hyperfine
interaction in particular radicals. However, this will not change
our main conclusions:

•The contact reaction approximation can be reasonable for
only heavy particles and proton transfer in liquids, whereas the
electron transfer either forward or backward is not contact.

•The shape and width of the remote transfer rates strongly
affect the yields of reaction products, changing essentially their
diffusional dependence.

The unified encounter theory is the universal instrument for
investigation of any transfer at any diffusion rate.
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Figure 10. Fitting the theoretical efficiencies (s) to the real
experimental data for total (2) and triplet (9) recombination efficiencies,
using the exponential models for both ionization and recombination
rates. Parameters obtained from the best fit are the following:Wi )
29.12 ns-1, Ws ) 77 ns-1 ) 1.2Wt, l I ) 0.81 Å, lR ) 1.24 Å,ks ) 0.75
ns-1, andσ ) 7.5 Å. Analogous to Figure 3.75 in the ref 19.
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